UCI Students Review Women's Honorary

Representatives from two national organizations, Phratares and Sigma Delta Tau, meet to discuss a group of women students last week to seek possible expansion of their organizations. It is interesting to note that Sigma Delta Tau is dedicated to the advancement of women in scholarship and community service, whereas Phratares is an international sorority whose purpose is to promote friendship and philanthropic service.

Phratares, founded at UCLA in 1923 and has since expanded to 12 chapters traveling from British Columbia to Texas. Its members are the fact that they are a seniors' organization, "providing opportunities for friendship," is their motto, and they invite new members to join. "We want every woman on campus to have this experience," they say. "No pledging or blackballing, and you can explore the possibility of becoming a member.

Phratares is not a sorority. It is an honorary and requires a 2.5 average of its members. It has nine active regions in the United States as well as a branch in the United Kingdom, and requires a $5 initiation fee. The price of this year's book is $5.00.

The translation is by Ted Brunner, and the production is directed by Cohen and designed by Richard Trippet. All four are assistant professors of UCI.

TICKETS ARE ON SALE NOW TO THE PUBLIC FOR ALL PERFORMANCES. TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT THE BOX OFFICE. "Lluvia Roja," a vivid presentation of man's struggle with himself, will be presented on February 10, 12, 17-19, 24-26, and March 10-12. Oedipus, one of the greatest tragedies ever written, according to SRT director Robert S. Cohen, is a vivid presentation of man's most central conflict: a man's struggle with himself.

The translation is by Ted Brunner and Luci Berkowitz. The production is directed by Cohen and designed by Richard Trippet. All four are assistant professors of UCI. Tickets are now on sale to the public for all five plays. They are available daily from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. at the box office. Admission is $2 ($1 for UCI students).

UROC Attacks Dr. Aldrich For Liberalism

The first step in approving graduate students' administration for these University of California campuses was taken by the Regents in their Berkeley meeting January 19.

The school programs would offer instruction in business, industry, education and government. The school programs would offer instruction in business, industry, education and government. The school programs would offer instruction in business, industry, education and government. The school programs would offer instruction in business, industry, education and government.

The action was taken in an emergency session after "bills" of student demands and policies leaked out to the Governors. "We would like to have Aldrich named as Chancellor. We certainly don't want him promoted," said Lester M. Andrew of Santa Barbara, a UROC state vice chairman. Mr. Andrew claimed knowledge of girls who are "practically living in the same dormitory with male companions" without any supervision. Mr. Andrew also decried the ordering of a library book with a single foil stamp attached.
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DOUG OLIVER, AS OEDIPUS, Bессeeches the gods for mercy in a scene from "Oedipus Tyrannus." SRT's initial production which opens tomorrow night in the Studio Theatre.

The Student's Repertory Theatre at UCI announced its season presentation of five plays opening with a new translation of the ancient Greek of "Oedipus Tyrannus," Friday evening, February 3, in the UCI Studio Theatre.

The Spanish Club of Irvine will present its second annual of the year, "Lluvia Roja," Friday, February 3, 1967, in FA 1666 at 7 p.m. The show is in Spanish and has English subtitles. Following the film a short lecture will be presented by Dr. Seymour Menes, chairman of the Department of Foreign Languages, UCI. "Lluvia Roja" is a vivid story of the Mexican Revolution and features Jorge Negro as a fighting, singing soldier of the Revolution. There is no admission charge.

The traumatic student body for nominations of nuns worthy of the honor. Students may nominate as many seniors as they wish. Qualifications to be considered are academic leadership, contributions to service groups, formation of clubs, student government activities, publications, or any student productions. Reasons for the choice of a candidate are to be submitted with the nominations name.

Nomination will be taken until February 5, and may be submitted to the Student Activities Office.

The UROC Attacks Dr. Aldrich For Liberalism

Governors of the United Republics of California's campus voted Saturday to oppose Chancellor Daniel Aldrich as President of the University of California.

"We would like to have Aldrich named as Chancellor. We certainly don't want him promoted," said Lester M. Andrew of Santa Barbara, a UROC state vice chairman. Mr. Andrew claimed knowledge of girls who are "practically living in the same dormitory with male companions" without any supervision.

Mr. Andrew also decried the ordering of a library book with a single foil stamp attached.

UC 'EYE' Now on Sale

The editorial staff of the 1966-67 yearbook, the UC Eye, announce the sale of their book during the month of February throughout the Irvine campus. The book will cover campus activities, check the "who's who" of the student body and will include several color and special effect pages.

Any students interested in either buying a copy of the yearbook or submitting pictures, poetry, or prose of any type are encouraged to leave their name or their materials in the yearbook mailbox in the Activities Office. Students, faculty members, and staff can purchase a copy of the UC Eye editor at the Activities Office, the yearbook office on the third floor of the Commons, or from any member of the staff.

The price of this year's book will be $1.00 and only a limited number of copies will be sold. No copies will be sold after the month of February or after publication on June 1st.

Housing

Immediate housing in Mesa Court is available for single-undergraduate men. There are a few vacancies which will be filled, on a first-come, first-served basis. Contact the Housing Office, Room 1204, Library Administration Building.
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The Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestras is making a limited number of tickets to its Sunday afternoon concerts available to UCI students at a discount rate.

In discussing the score, Prof. Co- hen stated, "It's modern music, in keeping with the new translation of Oedipus, yet, at the same time, it's somewhat primitive - it's wild!"

Students who were stimulated by the topic of last Thursday's concert may be interested in knowing that the Los Angeles Orchestras, which also gives a discount rate, is making a limited number of tickets to its Sunday afternoon concerts available to UCI students at a discount rate.

In selecting the plays which would comprise the Students' Repertoire Theatre's first season, both the diversity of variety of public offering and the breadth of the training program were taken into consideration.

In Repertory Theatre a small group of actors assumes a great variety of roles within a short period of time. The actors are therefore forced to extend their talents in all directions in order to avoid repetition, and to achieve the variety which is being sought.

The Students' Repertory Thea- tre of UCI is the only student theatre to be found in an undergraduate university curriculum.

UCLA Schedules Graduate Program for Disadvantaged

UCLA has announced a new, 5-year program which will provide opportunities for graduate study in persons from disadvantaged com- munities of Southern California.

Dean H. W. Magnan, head of the Los Angeles campus Graduate Division, has stated that the num- bers of such students presently represented in graduate schools is far below their proportion in the total population.

This program is supported by a grant from the Danforth Foun- dation, which was created in 1927 by the late Mr. and Mrs. William Danielson. The purpose is to strengthen education through its own programs and through grants to schools, colleges, universities and other educational agen- cies.

UCLA's program, sponsored by the Graduate Division and the off- fices of Educational Opportunities, will provide 5-year fellowships in the amount of $2,000 per year plus fees. It will be open to individu- als who wish to study for Master's degrees, but who would not other- wise be able to do so.

Applicants for this fellowship which will be available in the 1967 fall quarter are urged to apply immediately because of the need to evaluate applications prior to the announcement of awards April 1.

Fall information and special applica- tion forms may be obtained from the Irvine Financial Aid office or from the Student Support Section, Graduate Division, UCLA, Los Angeles, California 90024. Students may also telephone the UCLA office (area code 213) 872-9711, extension 2761.

UCLA Students' Repertory Theatre will offer Sunday concerts begin at 3 p.m. noon concerts in the Music Center gardens. Students wishing to purchase tickets should be presented at The Music Center box office when the tickets are purchased. Students tickets go on sale 48 hours before each concert.

The Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra is making a limited number of tickets to its Sunday afternoon concerts available to UCI students at a discount rate.

Stu- dents wishing to purchase tic- kets to the Sunday afternoon concerts should be available from Colin Slim in the Music Department. The certifi- cates from Colin Slim in the Music Department. The certifi- cate and student identification card should be presented at the Music Center box office when the tickets are purchased. Students tickets go on sale 48 hours before each concert.
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Dean H. W. Magnan, head of the Los Angeles campus Graduate Division, has stated that the num- bers of such students presently represented in graduate schools is far below their proportion in the total population.

This program is supported by a grant from the Danforth Foun- dation, which was created in 1927 by the late Mr. and Mrs. William Danielson. The purpose is to strengthen education through its own programs and through grants to schools, colleges, universities and other educational agen- cies.

UCLA's program, sponsored by the Graduate Division and the off- fices of Educational Opportunities, will provide 5-year fellowships in the amount of $2,000 per year plus fees. It will be open to individu- als who wish to study for Master's degrees, but who would not other- wise be able to do so.

Applicants for this fellowship which will be available in the 1967 fall quarter are urged to apply immediately because of the need to evaluate applications prior to the announcement of awards April 1.

Fall information and special applica- tion forms may be obtained from the Irvine Financial Aid office or from the Student Support Section, Graduate Division, UCLA, Los Angeles, California 90024. Students may also telephone the UCLA office (area code 213) 872-9711, extension 2761.
Regent Meyer Tells
Confidence Vote Story

Theodore R. Meyer, chairman of the Board of Regents, has made this statement concerning controversy delineated in published reports as to whether the resignation of Dr. Clark Kerr was asked for a vote of confidence at the Regent meeting January 20.

"Dr. Kerr's status has been the subject of discussion and speculation recently. With the resigna- tion of the Regents were ad- vanced by Dr. Clark Kerr, chairman of the Berkeley campus disorders in the recent past and the desirability of having a board of the Board's hope that before it made public he would re- a meeting in the near future, he the Regents were appro- priate, and have since reiterated my views. He said that he would not be brought up at this time.

Meeting with Kerr
"At a few minutes before the con- clusion of last Friday's Regents' meeting, Dr. Clark Kerr, Board vice chairman, and I met with Dr. Kerr.

"He told us that he could not carry on efficiently under existing conditions, and that if the question of his continuance in office was likely to come up at any Board meeting in the near future, he thought that we should face it up to it and decide it now or at least state clearly what action the Board would take.

Question of Semantics
"Under these circumstances the question of whether Dr. Kerr re- quired a 'vote of confidence' or a 'clarification of his status' appears to me to be more a question of semantics than of substance.

Resignation
"I appreciate more than Dr. Kerr's great contributions to the University or myself than I the manner in which his departure had to come about.

Gov. Reagan Postpones
Investigation

"During the recent campaign I said, and have since reiterated my belief, that in order to restore con- fidence to the University in California to the people of California as an institution, the University commit- tee was necessary. I believe that John McCoen is to be congratulated by the people of California as an institution, the University committee was necessary. I believe that John McCoen is to be congratulated by the people of California

Kerr Explains
Resignation

The following letter was sent to the Anthill for publication from the office of the Governor, Ronald Reagan.

"During the recent campaign I said, and have since reiterated my belief, that in order to restore con- fidence to the University in California to the people of California as an institution, the University committee was necessary. I believe that John McCoen is to be congratulated by the people of California as an institution, the University committee was necessary. I believe that John McCoen is to be congratulate
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WESTERN STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF LAW in Orange County now accepting men and women who are over 18 and have 2 years of acceptable college credits (60)

The L.B.B. degree can be earned in 4 years of evening classes; 3 nights per week, 3 hours per night.

I APPLK NOW FOR FEBRUARY 13th DAY OR EVENING CLASSES

To these ends I pledge every effort of which I am capable. I have a firm belief that the people of California need and deserve a University in which they can have confidence in the past and confidence in the future, let us make common cause in pursuit of our common goal, remembering — as the Gospels told us so long ago — that "where there is no vision, the people perish."
Opinions

All opinions expressed on pages four and five belong to the individual writers unless otherwise indicated.

Aldrich Dodgers Real UC Issues

by ROB HOLLAND

The headline in the Los Angeles Times after last week's boycott read: "Boycott Turns Into Speeches at UC Irvine," and Channel Four termed students here "politically unsophisticated." All things considered, however, UC's first coercive attempt at political action turned out well, perhaps better than could have been expected. It is perhaps a good time, now, that some of the furor has died down, to look back and evaluate just what was and what was not accomplished by last week's actions.

The first and most obvious result was that the Irvine Campus was for the first time unified and interested enough in a single issue to turn out en masse to a Gateway Plaza rally. Whatever your moral judgment of the boycott tactic, it must be admitted that the dramatic impact of it did a great deal to galvanize student interest on a pathetically indifferent campus.

A less obvious, but more important outcome of the boycott was that we learned something from the experience. Those of us who watched and took part in the development of the boycott from the first emotional outbursts on Friday afternoon to the final fruition on Monday morning gained a great deal of "political sophistication." Speaking for myself and some other members of the committee, I found that when the emotional excitement of Friday afternoon wore off I began to have serious doubts about the whole idea of a boycott. I began to realize for the first time the serious implications and responsibilities that go with the exercise of even the smallest amount of political power, and the potential dangers if things should get out of hand. Thankfully, there was enthusiastic faculty support and a sensitive attitude among students, so the actions to which we had committed ourselves were successfully carried out.

A third and indirect effect of Monday's boycott was to bring about the first serious encounter between Irvine students and Chancellor Aldrich. Unlike the rest of the boycott, however, this time it came off somewhat less that ideally. Making what Dr. Gross referred to as "consoling noises," the Chancellor spent the better part of an hour dodging the main issue (i.e., political domination of the university) and bubbled on enthusiastically about the financial continuation of Irvine's great leap forward. While he was at it, he bluffed the point of the students' protest by denying the boycott, thus making points with the public and the regents, but making few with students and faculty.

What brought down the wrath of the censors was the "Intro" section of the January 18 Bruin. Since this is the art section of the Bruin, most of the students were not too surprised to see book reviews of some decidedly non-establishment books. But those whose reading tastes never passed the Hardy Boys found the paper downright disgusting.

The offending items were a review of "Serenade," a book of sketches by German artist George Grosz, a reprint of one of the sketches and a review of William Burrough's Nova Express.

The Bruin has been sued by two students who claim it is run by a "small clique of radicals." They have succeeded in having the UCLA Communications Board suspend publication of "Intro" until standards can be worked out. At least temporarily, the censors have won.

The materials which so alarmed are currently available for inspection at the Anthill. We are simply too cowardly to reprint them. Briefly, the sketch shows a prostitute and a customer. The review of the Grosz book quoted the book, and anyone who has read the book knows how dangerous that can be.

The book by Grosz has had trouble with the censors before. It was banned in Nazi Germany during the thirties. Interestingly enough, one of the students who sued the Bruin is also chairman of the "UCLA Victory in Vietnam Committee." I shall refrain from further comment on that.

With respect to the immediate case, the censors are of course falling miserably in their effort to suppress the Bruin issue. In inflicting permanent damage on the Bruin, they may be more successful.

Aldrich: I indicated Monday what my reasons were. The resources for this institution to keep moving are still in view. The production of the Physics faculties to house the programs are evidence of support in monies.

Aldrich: What would be the reason for the faculty to leave? There is no evidence of lack of support of the programs that they have intended to put into practice here.

Aldrich: No yet, but the political climate surrounding the university.

Aldrich: There is no evidence relative to a political climate or any climate. As far as I am concerned, they are now on a campaign for the boycott was carried out successfully.

Norris

Student Censors Strike At UCLA Daily Bruin

The censors have struck back! Not having read any message into the California electorate's defeat of Proposition 16, the fearless protectors of public morals are now on a campaign to save us from that well-known purveyor of pornography - The Daily Bruin.

What brought down the wrath of the censors was the "Intro" section of the January 18 Bruin. Since this is the art section of the Bruin, most of the students were not too surprised to see book reviews of some decidedly non-establishment books. But those whose reading tastes never passed the Hardy Boys found the paper downright disgusting.

The offending items were a review of "Serenade," a book of sketches by German artist George Grosz, a reprint of one of the sketches and a review of William Burrough's Nova Express.

The Bruin has been sued by two students who claim it is run by a "small clique of radicals." They have succeeded in having the UCLA Communications Board suspend publication of "Intro" until standards can be worked out. At least temporarily, the censors have won.

The materials which so alarmed are currently available for inspection at the Anthill. We are simply too cowardly to reprint them. Briefly, the sketch shows a prostitute and a customer. The review of the Grosz book quoted the book, and anyone who has read the book knows how dangerous that can be.

The book by Grosz has had trouble with the censors before. It was banned in Nazi Germany during the thirties. Interestingly enough, one of the students who sued the Bruin is also chairman of the "UCLA Victory in Vietnam Committee." I shall refrain from further comment on that.

With respect to the immediate case, the censors are of course falling miserably in their effort to suppress the Bruin issue. In inflicting permanent damage on the Bruin, they may be more successful.
Letters to the Editor

California Politics
Shades of Alabama Moon

To the editor:

Newspaper articles on the discharge of Clark Kerr carry lines inviting the academic community to "live with us in the days of storm and stress." We must never make such an offer. "Let's not overact." From Reagan, "to appoint a blue ribbon citizens commission to investigate the University." As a parent, I am deeply concerned over the plight both As University educators, faculty and students, it is being suggested by the Governor and those trying to live with him, that he was no longer Chancellor of the Berkeley campus. Although he fought for the right (which he was granted) of student groups to invite any outside speaker, even Commies, to appear on campus. Draw your own conclusion.

Shepard Misses Point

by MIKE SMITH

Last week's Anthill included an editorial by Don Shepard concerning our concilie speaker, Dr. Alan Watts. It was, in my opinion, Shepard and not Dr. Watts who missed the point. The conspiracy does indeed exist. It is a very real part of the Establishment. Cries of "Subversive" and "Establishment" followed by the editor-in-chief. But Brutopia's happy people do not just want to be, but they are, a police state. He gives assurance more will follow. You can be charitable in a plea of ignorance, but as shown by his firm stand two years later when another rebellion faced him in December, 1965, but while we feel for the students on your campus, we may also reflect that he himself was a good deal more brutal to Strong. The gutter is bitter.

Please?

Staff

Editor-in-chief

Kern Dismissal Was Non-Political

by DON SHEPARD

There is no indispensable man. There are probably two hundred men in this country better qualified to be President of the United States than the man who has the job, and the same holds for corporations and universities. In choosing men to fill these positions, the test is not what he can do in positions of such responsibility there must be no man who cannot make mistakes. The reputation for the top spot is one in which one must be able to say, "It is ruthless, but it works." Kern made a mistake, and he had to go. What was his mistake?

After Clark Kerr became President of the University he forgot that he was no longer Chancellor of the Berkeley campus. Although he pretended over the decentralization program which granted autonomy to other campuses, he was constantly tempted to interfere at Berkeley. During the so-called "free speech" zone of 1964, this temptation was unbridled. Chancellor Strong of Berkeley was taking a firm stand for the non-political status of the University against violent political organization. However, he was under fire by a series of vexations, investigations, reversals and treachery by President Kerr.

In the end it became clear that Kerr's policies were a complete failure. General opinion, even the "free speech" organization had no more recognized Kerr than Austen Austria and Czechoslovakia had satified the Establishment and was finally forced to call the police to make an order on the Berkeley campus.

But Kerr was not called to account for the possession of five dollars worth of marijuana. Shepard missed another point. Watts' ideas are not a contrived personal philosophy. Rather, they are older than our oldest philosophies, antedating even the Greeks. He speaks of those ideas which over half the world has lived by since the beginning of recorded history. They will not be forgotten. Far from it, they have already been remembered.

A closing word about the ASUCI elections. Everybody and his brother seems to be commenting about it, so I thought I'd write about it. base your writing on any psych- edelic, marijuanas, LSD, etc., is to immediately place ones self at the mercy of The Establishment. Cries of "Subversive" and "Establishment" followed by the editor-in-chief. But Brutopia's happy people do not...
Peter Herman

The students at Irvine have the rare opportunity of setting the policy for the student government. The senators will be governed, in part, by the desires of the students which may be expressed through the student government. Thus, the students will be able to have a say in the decisions which they will be faced with in the future.

In addition to mass information, I would like to see each of the students issue a newsletter to their constituents. This newsletter would serve as a tool to gather and receive suggestions from the student community.

| Social | Science |

Jim Innell

No student should have any say in the way he is educated. No student should discuss any matter with either the faculty or the administration. Students should only discuss the University of the by the students for whom it was established, have no place in the University structure. They make too much sense.

As co-editor of the Tongue and feature editor of the Antchi, I have consistently succeeded in making a fool of myself. If elected to this membership, I will redirect my energies.

Larry Maland

My platform emphasizes declassification of control to involve students in more of their traditional roles. The ASUCI Senate should have: 1) votes on the Administrative Senate; 2) approval/disapproval on student representatives to the Senate I will redirect my energies.
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